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What we were asked to do

• Commissioned to conduct an impact assessment of the twelve 
Festivals represented by Festivals Edinburgh

• Builds on the Economic Impact Study conducted by SQW in 
2004/05, which collectively assessed 17 Festivals in terms of 
economic impact

• Main objective:  produce an impact study that updates the 
economic impact, but expands to cover cultural, social, media 
and environmental impacts



How we did it

• Evaluation Framework design

– Overall approach is an outcomes based framework – ‘what happens as a 

result of experiencing the Festivals’

– Cultural experience is at the centre of the framework

– Collaborative working with Festivals and key stakeholders to develop logic 

model, outcomes and indicators



Logic model of the Edinburgh Festivals
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How we did it

• Evaluation Framework design

– Overall approach is an outcomes based framework – ‘what happens as a 

result of experiencing the Festivals’

– Cultural experience is at the centre of the framework

– Collaborative working with Festivals and key stakeholders to develop logic 

model, outcomes and indicators

• Data collection process• Data collection process

– Ambitious and far-reaching programme of primary research: 

• 51 surveys across the Festivals

• involving 15,000+ individuals (inc. adult and children audiences, 

performers and delegates, attending journalists, volunteers, temporary 

staff, teachers and Festival sponsors)

– Management information template to collect additional Festival information



Headline findings: cultural impacts (i)

• Festivals provide enriching, world class cultural experiences

– 78% of audiences rate the quality of the Festival experience better or much 

better than  other comparable events

3.92

How would you rate the quality 

of this event against other 

comparable events?

– 87% of journalists agreed or strongly agreed that the Festivals had ‘a high-

quality programme of events’

1 2 3 4 5

comparable events?

 

    Much Worse      Much Better 



• Festivals widen access and develop audiences for the future: 
for adults

– Adult audiences

3.97

4.3

Given me the opportunity to discover 
new talent, styles or genres

Has enabled me to see artists/events 
that I otherwise would not get to see

Headline findings: cultural impacts (ii)

3.73

1 2 3 4 5

Made me more likely to take greater risk 
and to go see less well-known events 

than before my visit

new talent, styles or genres

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree



• Festivals enrich curriculum learning

– over 4m attendances and 14% of all audiences are children and young 

people aged 0-19

Headline findings: cultural & social impacts

4.17
Has been a useful addition to the 

curriculum for excellence

– teachers encouraged to  take children to cultural experiences more often

• ...enable positive social experiences as a family...

3.12

1 2 3 4 5

Has increased their understanding 

of curriculum areas

Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree



Headline findings: place-making and media 
impacts (i)

• Festivals enhance residents’ pride in Edinburgh…

4.56

Having the […] Festival is part of 

what makes Edinburgh special as 

a city  

• ...and support community cohesion.
– 62% agreed that the Festival was an event that brings the whole community 

together

4.34

1 2 3 4 5

The […] Festival increases my 

pride in Edinburgh as a city

 

 

Source: BOP Consulting (2011) 

Strongly Agree Strongly Disagree 



4.09

4.45

Having a variety of Festivals on at the 
same time adds to the overall appeal

Having the […] Festival is part of what 
makes Edinburgh special as a city  

• Festivals enhance attractiveness of Edinburgh and Scotland 
among visitors

Headline findings: place-making and media 
impacts (ii)

4.28

1 2 3 4 5

The […] Festival has made me more 
likely to re-visit Edinburgh in the future.

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree

– Festivals are key motivation for visitors’ trips to Scotland

– Festivals showcased Edinburgh’s diverse culture and  promote a positive, 

Scottish national identity

• ...and generate significant media attention 



Headline findings: economic impacts (i)

• Economic impact assessed according to the principles of the 
Scottish Government and HM Treasury’s Green Book: considers 
only the economic contribution which is genuinely additional

• Festivals are a major contributor to both the local Edinburgh 
economy and the national Scottish economy:

– £245m of additional output in Edinburgh

– £261m of additional output in Scotland– £261m of additional output in Scotland

– Supported 5,242 new FTE jobs in Edinburgh

• Economic impact is driven by audience expenditure, but artists 
and journalists also make significant absolute contributions

• Audience expenditure is dominated by staying visitors

• Economic impact  is driven by the large Festivals



Headline findings: economic impacts (ii)

• Economic impact spreads far beyond the immediate cultural 
economy

– Ticket expenditure only accounts for 13% (=£16m) of net audience 

expenditure

• Biggest beneficiary businesses in Edinburgh and Scotland are 
those in the tourism, hospitality, and leisure sectors

37%

34%

15%

9%

6%

Accommodation

Food and Drink

Entertainment

Transport

Shopping

= £41m

= £37m

= £16m

= £9m

=£7m



Headline findings: environmental impacts

• Very ambitious and challenging but Festivals wanted to show 
leadership on the environmental agenda

• Priority for 2010: define the full range and scope of the Festivals’ 
impact and develop processes for measuring this impact in the 
next year

• Further development needed but baseline emission figures have 
been established for 

– audience travel 

– directly managed Festival offices (for some Festivals)



Conclusions of headline findings

• Scale and comprehensiveness of the study is unique in the 
cultural sector

• Festivals have positive impacts spanning cultural, social and 
economic areas and show leadership on environmental agenda

• Festivals offer is truly distinctive because they provide

– higher-quality cultural  experiences than other comparable events– higher-quality cultural  experiences than other comparable events

– extremely rich and diverse cultural offer across the range of Festivals

– a year-round Festival season

• Economic impact  of the Festivals continues to grow 
considerably



Moving forward: the Festivals

• Festivals Toolkit – inc. Evaluation Framework, Question Bank and 
economic impact assessment tool

• Devise cross-Festival research plan

• New questions in Edinburgh resident survey

• Follow –up research for Edinburgh Tourism Action Group to look 
at business opportunities through Festival visitors

• Understanding impact is key to Edinburgh’s Festivals maintaining 
their pre-eminent global position



Wider transferability of the research

• Wider application of research for other Festivals that take place 
across Scotland

• Transferability of Festivals research internationally

• Value of economic impact for smaller Festivals?

• Extension of cultural and social outcomes included in 
eventIMPACTS toolkit



Thank  you.

Contact:

ulrike@bop.co.uk

0131 550 3755


